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ABSTRACT
The Lifelog Search Challenge (LSC) is a venue where retrieval sys-
tem researchers compete in solving tasks to retrieve the correct
image from a lifelog collection. At LSC 2021, we introduce the
PhotoCube system as a new competitor. PhotoCube is an interac-
tive media retrieval system that considers media items to exist in
a hypercube in multidimensional metadata space. To solve tasks,
users explore the contents of the hypercube by dynamically (a) ap-
plying a variety of filters and (b) projecting the hypercube to a
three-dimensional cube that is visualised on screen.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems→Users and interactive retrieval;Mul-
timedia databases.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, emerging technology has offered the public a variety
of options to create and store a multitude of personal data, includ-
ing multimedia such as images and video. Multimedia collections
of large scales can consist of millions of media items and extract-
ing information from them poses a difficult challenge, a central
issue in the field of Multimedia Analytics [18]. In order to address
the challenges specific to multimedia information retrieval, many
different systems have been developed. Given the success of multi-
dimensional analysis and Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) in
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business analytics, several studies have considered applying similar
concepts to Multimedia Analytics [1, 2, 8, 17].

At the same time, lifelogging has been gaining momentum in
the multimedia research community. Lifelogs are another example
of large-scale multimedia collections, a product of using wearable
cameras and biometric sensors to capture the lifelogger’s life. In an
effort to evaluate what kinds of systems are equipped to support
efficient information retrieval from lifelogs, the Lifelog Search Chal-
lenge (LSC) was introduced in 2018. In LSC, participants compete
to solve retrieval tasks over a small lifelog data set as quickly as
possible [5].

The LSC has attracted a variety of systems over the years [6].
A majority of them are query-based systems [12, 13, 16], while
others have originated from video retrieval systems [7, 11, 14].
Some systems have utilised user relevance feedback, both as the
main retrieval mechanism [10] and to refine the presentation of
query results [14]. Most systems have used traditional interfaces,
with many of them utilising a two-dimensional, grid-like view to
visualise search results. This includes the only competitor operating
in a virtual environment [3]. So far, no systems have participated
that utilise a multidimensional approach.

In this paper, we propose to use PhotoCube to solve LSC re-
trieval tasks. PhotoCube is an interactive media retrieval system
which serves as an implementation of the Multidimensional Media
Model (M3, pronounced “emm-cube”) proposed for personal media
browsing by Jónsson et al. [9]. PhotoCube is the first interactive re-
trieval system to utilise multidimensional space to explore lifelogs.
It allows users to navigate a collection by dynamically defining the
dimensions of an exploration cube, shown in Figure 1, and applying
a variety of filters to it.

2 THE M3 DATA MODEL
The foundation of the M3 model is media metadata, which defines
the dimensions of a hypercube, a multidimensional space that orga-
nizes media items into related groups. Browsing and drilling down
into these dimensions allows the user to explore media collections
of large sizes by interactively defining a set of relevant images.

2.1 Multidimensional Aspects
In practice, the model requires media items and metadata to be
extracted into objects and tags, respectively. Each object represents
a media item to be stored, while tags can represent descriptive
and administrative data which is directly associated with an object.
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Figure 1: The PhotoCube system considers media items to exist in a hypercube inmultidimensional metadata space. Themain
interface is the CubeBrowser, a dynamic projection of metadata dimensions to a three-dimensional exploration cube that can
be visualised on screen. In this example, three hierarchy filters have been projected onto the axes of the exploration cube. The
selected filters correspond to temporal, geographic and visual clues included in the LSC task description visualised in Table 1.

In an effort to organize media items into groups, distinct tags are
arranged into tagsets. Tagsets can either be generated manually or
derived from existing structures in the metadata. Some tagsets may
have a natural order, such as date or alphabetical order, depending
on the type of tags they contain. Hierarchies are defined to add
an explicit order and structure to a tagset. Finally, tagsets and
hierarchies form the dimensions of the hypercube. Each dimension
consists of a series of cells; a cell is included for each tag present in
that dimension. Objects are organized alongside these dimensions,
arranged into cells, depending on whether they are associated with
their corresponding tags.

First and foremost, however, the hypercube is a conceptual con-
struct and can only be visualised by projecting some of its dimen-
sions to a three-dimensional exploration cube, as shown in Figure
1. The contents of each cell can then be explored in more detail
in a visualisation of choice; currently, in the grid and card modes
described below and depicted in Figures 3 and 4.

2.2 Supported actions
Exploring a collection requires the user to decide which dimensions
should be visualised on the three available axes of the exploration
cube. By projecting a dimension, the user performs a slice on the
hypercube, reducing the number of the cells to those only contain-
ing images that are associated with tags in the selected dimension.
In the exploration cube, a cell is displayed for each of these tags,
following the natural or explicit order of the dimension.

In the model, performing a slice directly corresponds to applying
a filter. During exploration, the user can apply a multitude of these
filters, thereby updating the current browsing state. The browsing
state is a central part of the M3 model and maintains the set of filters
all images must pass through to be included in the exploration cube.
In the following paragraph, we describe the various types of filters
the model supports.

Projecting a hierarchy dimension allows the user to traverse
up and down the chosen hierarchy. These actions are generally
referred to as rolling up or drilling down and directly correspond to
applying a series of hierarchy filters. A hierarchy filter limits the
number of images present in the cube to those which are associated
with any of the tags present in the chosen subtree. Tagset filters
behave similarly but merely restrict the number of images to those
associated with any of the tags present in the entire tagset. Tag and
range filters can be used to slice the collection even further without
being visualised on the axes of the exploration cube.

Aside from filtering the collection, the nature of the model allows
the user to re-construct the cube repeatedly during an exploration
session. Drilling down into a hierarchy might be followed by replac-
ing a dimension entirely. This is generally referred to as pivoting,
an act of replacing a dimension with another while the previous
browsing state is maintained. Together, these actions continuously
update the model’s browsing state, until a suitable subset of the
collection has been defined.



Table 1: Example LSC retrieval task (LSC 2019)

Timestamp Description

0 sec. I was making coffee in the morning using a professional
looking coffee machine.

30 sec. I was making coffee in the morning using a professional
looking coffee machine. After making coffee, I was talking
to someone.

60 sec. I was making coffee in the morning using a professional
looking coffee machine. After making coffee, I was talking
to someone. No it was a few people.

90 sec. I was making coffee in the morning using a professional
looking coffee machine. After making coffee, I was talking to
someone. No it was a few people. I remember yellow doors
behind them.

120 sec. I was making coffee in the morning using a professional
looking coffee machine. After making coffee, I was talking to
someone. No it was a few people. I remember yellow doors
behind them. After a few minutes, I went back to work.

150 sec. I was making coffee in the morning using a professional
looking coffee machine. After making coffee, I was talking to
someone. No it was a few people. I remember yellow doors
behind them. After a few minutes, I went back to work. It
was a Monday in Norway.

3 LIFELOG DATA AND M3

In LSC, all participating systems operate on the same lifelog col-
lection to solve complex retrieval tasks. For this purpose, a small
lifelog collection has been created and supplemented with a variety
of metadata [4, 5]. A number of sample retrieval tasks has been
provided to all participants ahead of the competition.

Each retrieval task corresponds to only a few images in the col-
lection. The detail of the task description is increased gradually, as
participants are provided with additional information every 30 sec-
onds. These clues provide participants with temporal, geographic
and visual context [5]. An example task is shown in Table 1.

The LSC’21 collection [6] consists of a core image set of 191K
images accompanied by a metadata file. To be able to utilise the
latter for filtering the collection, the available data must be parsed
and stored in the form of tags. From the LSC metadata we derived
a total of 19 tagsets, containing tags of a date, time, alphanumerical
and numerical kind. An overview of the tagsets can be found in
Table 2. Overall, we have created 10,688 tags, 6,399 of which are
semantic tags. A portion of these tags was inserted into a total of 3
hierarchies. The remainder of this section provides more detail on
the tagset and hierarchy creation.

Values such as timezones were split into continents and city
names and inserted into a hierarchy. Similarly, weekdays were
extracted from timestamps and inserted into a hierarchy, differenti-
ating between weekday and weekend. Activity types and semantic
names were simply stored as alphanumerical tags without being
inserted into hierarchies. Finally, a numerical tagset was created
for each kind of biometric data included in the data set.

In addition, we extracted two tagsets, of type date and time, from
the local timestamps available in the LSC metadata. To allow for the
visualisation of timelines, nine further tagsets were derived from the
original timestamp. These include Year, Hour and Minute, amongst
others, and enable users to locate images that were captured in the

Table 2: Tagsets for the LSC dataset

Tagset Attribute Source

Timezone timezone Metadata
Location Name semantic_name Metadata
Activity Type activity_type Metadata
Elevation elevation Metadata
Calories calories Metadata
Steps steps Metadata
Speed speed Metadata
Heart heart Metadata
Date local_time Metadata
Time local_time Metadata

Day of week (Number) Date Derived
Day of week (String) Date Derived
Day within month Date Derived
Day within year Date Derived
Month (Number) Date Derived
Month (String) Date Derived
Year Date Derived
Hour (Day) Time Derived
Minute (Hour) Time Derived

Entity ImageNet classifier

same minute, hour or year. These tagsets contain a natural ordering
and hence did not require hierarchies to be defined.

Additional semantic tags were extracted using ImageNet Shuffle,
a deep neural network [15]. The extracted tags (e.g. coffee table,
dog) describe the visual contents of the LSC image collection. Tags
with the five highest probabilities were inserted into a single tagset,
and reorganised within a corresponding hierarchy. As the extracted
semantic features directly correspond to a subset of the WordNet
database, the WordNet Python API was used to extract relevant
hypernyms and insert them alongside the features into a hierarchy.

4 THE PHOTOCUBE SYSTEM
As shown in Figure 2, the PhotoCube system has been implemented
following a client-server pattern and supports communication be-
tween client and server through REST API calls. The server operates
on a relational database containing objects and tags, and models
the relationship between images and metadata by storing object-
tag relations. Objects include a file URI used by the client to fetch
images from an external server. Finally, tagsets and hierarchies are
stored as well, to mirror the requirements of the M3 model.

PhotoCube’s user interface consists of three major components:
(a) the three-dimensional CubeBrowser shown in Figure 1, which
displays up to three metadata dimensions the user has chosen to
project; (b) a filter dock, in the left sidebar, where the user can
specify tag and range filters to slice and dice the hypercube; and
(c) a dimension browser, located at the bottom of the CubeBrowser,
where the user can select hierarchy and tagset filters to be applied
to the data set. Currently implemented filters and the filter dock are
described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, respectively, while the dimension
browser is described in Section 4.3.

In search of relevant images, the user interacts with PhotoCube
to apply a set of filters to the collection and explore the result by
projecting tagset and hierarchy filters onto the axes of the explo-
ration cube. The user can update the cube’s state in the right dock
of the interface, where active filters can be assigned to each of



Figure 2: Client and server architecture of PhotoCube

the three axes. In PhotoCube, the displayed cells are represented
by their respective first image and, thus, viewing their entire con-
tents requires others modes of visualisation. In PhotoCube, we have
included two detail views, which are described in Section 4.4.

4.1 Filters
PhotoCube supports four different types of filters: tagset, hierarchy,
tag and range filters. Each of these filters relies on the available
tags to be typed. At present, a tag can be one of the following types:
alphanumerical, numerical, date or time. A user can apply a single
filter, or a combination of filters, thereby continuously updating
the browsing state until a series of relevant images has been found.

Tagset filters Selecting a tagset as a filter requires each re-
tained image to be associated with at least one of the tags
present in the specified set. The chosen tagset can be of any
type and, in particular, allows the user to project a timeline
on one of the three existing axes.

Hierarchy filters Hierarchy filters extend the functionality
of tagset filters by allowing the user to drill down into a
dimension. To apply a hierarchy filter, the user selects a
node from one of the available hierarchies. When a hierar-
chy filter is applied, images not associated with any of the
node’s children are excluded from display. The user is subse-
quently allowed to traverse up or down the chosen hierarchy,
thereby updating the existing hierarchy filter. For the time
being, PhotoCube only supports hierarchies consisting of
alphanumerical tags.

Tag filters Applying tag filters allows the user to perform a
slice on the collection of images present in the browser. As
a result, only images associated with the selected tag are
displayed. Currently, PhotoCube supports tag filters of the
alphanumerical type.

Range filters In PhotoCube, a range filter can be applied to
the collection by specifying the start and end values of a
time span. Start and end values are user-defined and not
required to correspond to existing tags. Applying a range

Figure 3: Exploring a cell in grid mode.

filter means excluding images from display which are not
associated with any tags within the specified range.

4.2 Filter Dock
The filter dock, located in the left sidebar, allows the user to apply
tag and range filters, which are most useful for solving LSC tasks.
In PhotoCube, tag filters are restricted to tags of an alphanumerical
type. As a result, users can perform a text search to find alphanu-
merical tags to apply as a filter. For LSC, we have also introduced
three additional filters: (a) a day of week filter, (b) a date filter, and
(c) a time range filter. When the filters are combined, the hypercube
is sliced; containing a result set of smaller size. Applying multiple
day of week filters, however, produces a larger result set, including
images associated with at least one of the selected days.

4.3 Dimension Browser
Both tagset and hierarchy filters can be selected using the dimension
browser. Tagset filters are created by selecting a single tagset from
a drop-down of existing options. However, the dimension browser
in particular has been implemented to reduce the amount of time
used to create and update hierarchy filters. By performing a text
search, the user is able to locate the specified tag in the hierarchies
it appears in. Once found, a user can view parent and child tags,
if they exist. Selecting a node from this result will create a new
hierarchy filter. Together with the selected tagset filters, it is listed
as an active filter in the right dock of the interface. Up to three
active filters can be projected onto the axes of the exploration cube.
A filter can be projected by associating it with an axis in the right
dock. Once selected, a projected filter will be listed as both an active
and projected filter. To pivot, a user replaces a projected filter with
another active one.

4.4 Cell Visualisation
While the CubeBrowser is a central component of the PhotoCube
system, two other modes of visualisation exist: the grid and card
mode. The user can enter either one of them through a right-click
on one of the cells present in the CubeBrowser. In grid mode, the
user can scroll through all images present in the selected cell. Here,
images are displayed in the order they were retrieved in from the
annotation database. The card mode allows the user to view a single
image in detail, together with the associated filename and tags, and
scroll through the remaining images in the selected cell. In an effort



Figure 4: Exploring a cell in card mode.

to help the user locate an image of interest, tags matching any of
the applied filters are highlighted.

5 EXAMPLE OF A USER INTERACTION
To solve tasks such as the example given in Table 1, the user can
slice the hypercube by applying a range filter, specifying a time span
of 4 hours between 6 am and 12 pm, to retrieve all images captured
in the morning hours. In order to locate images featuring a coffee
machine, the user can drill down into the entity hierarchy and select
kitchen appliance as a hierarchy filter. Associating the filter with an
axis in the exploration cube will then allow the user to browse all
images featuring kitchen appliances and locate the ones that are
associated with the tag coffee maker. Applying additional tag filters,
such as door and Monday, and hierarchy filters such as Norway,
ensures that a relevant image is found. When the exploration cube
becomes small enough, the user can enter either grid mode or card
mode in order to analyze the images in detail and select the correct
image.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper we have introduced PhotoCube as a new competitor in
the LSC’21. PhotoCube is a web-browser based implementation of
the M3 model, which considers media items to exist in a hypercube
in multidimensional metadata space. Using a dynamic projection
to three-dimensional space to explore collections of media items,
users navigate the conceptual hypercube. This is the first attempt
at utilising the concepts of multidimensional analysis to explore
lifelogs.
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